The Schuler Product Difference

Knowing how to provide the best design solutions for your customers starts with understanding the unique product line distinctions that make Schuler the premier choice. Schuler’s unique blend of premium features, superior quality and custom flexibility enable you to create beautiful designs.
This product guide introduces you to the many material, finish and design options that make Schuler one of the most versatile and flexible cabinet lines available.

**Style and material choices**
- Over 40 door styles
- Seven wood species and three alternative materials
- 9,000+ finish combinations

**Superior finish and durability**
- Modern technology mixed with handcrafted artistry
- Clear, smooth and durable cabinet finish with high quality stains, clear coatings and paints
- Thick top coat for deeper clarity

**Best box construction**
- Choice materials including premium hardware
- Modern innovations
- Lifetime Warranty

**Factory-installed solutions**
- Storage and organizational solutions that increase functionality
- Installation labor savings

**Custom design flexibility**
- Make the most of every inch with dimensional modifications
- Custom designed for any space
- Custom quote solutions for unique needs

**Environmentally responsible**
- Committed to the environment
- Certified by the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association’s Environmental Stewardship Program

Georgetown Knotty Alder Chestnut Ebony Glaze and Highlight
Find the Right Look

Choosing the right style is easy with Schuler’s diverse product offering. From beautiful woods and finishes to the perfect door style, you’ve got more tools in your toolbox to satisfy any style.

**Traditional**

Thornberry Cherry Harvest Bronze Ebony Glaze and Highlight with Ginger Snap accents

**Transitional**

Boardwalk Cherry Peppercorn

**Contemporary**

Hilton Thermofoil Whitecap Gloss and Denali EnduraTexture Flint
Find the Right Material

Schuler offers seven beautiful wood species, and three alternative material options. With all of these choices, you're sure to find the perfect fit for your customer's home!

**Oak**
- Strong
- Arching grain patterns
- Traditional

**Quartersawn Oak**
- Unique
- Stable
- Authentic Arts & Crafts

**Knotty Alder**
- Rustic look
- Accented by knots
- Stain shows the beauty of the wood

**Cherry**
- Deep, rich appearance
- Smooth and elegant
- Deepens in color with age

**Maple**
- Lighter color wood
- Tight grain
- Consistent

**Rustic Maple**
- Distinctive styling
- Rustic look
- Open and closed knots of various sizes

**Hickory**
- Open grain
- Intense color variation
- Rustic feel

**EnduraTexture**
- Dimensional engineered material
- Time-worn wood look

**Gloss Thermofoil**
- Reflective engineered material
- Contemporary look

**MDF**
- Engineered wood
- Perfect for paint application
- Resistant to warping, expansion and contraction
Warm Wood Collections

The unmatched beauty and charm of wood stems from its distinct patterns. Capture the unique character of nature with a warm wood finish collection from Schuler.

Stain
Transparent stains accent the natural beauty and distinctive grain of your cabinets. Our stains are protected by an oven-cured top coat that provides a superior seal.

Glaze and Highlight
Glaze is sprayed over base stain, then hand-rubbed to create a patina enhancing both color and character. Additional hand-brushed detailing creates definition for the impression of an aged piece of furniture.

Antique Distressing Collection
Antique Distressing is a finish created by lightly distressing wood for a subtle worn appearance. Characteristics include sanded corners and profiles of doors and drawer fronts, as well as small dings and dents.

Legacy Distressing Collection
Legacy Distressing is a finish created by physically distressing wood for an aged appearance. Characteristics include sanded corners and profiles, small dings and dents, rasping, worm holes, chisel marks and knife splits. In addition, a glazed brush spatter is applied.

Appaloosa Collection
Appaloosa includes a semi-transparent warm stain, Legacy Distressing and dark glaze hang-up. In addition, spray spatter and brushed glaze accents are added to enhance the depth of the finish.
COLOR COLLECTIONS

The perfect color transforms a room and speaks volumes, whether a bold statement throughout or a simple pop of color. Create a mood with the color finish collections from Schuler.

Classic Paint
A lustrous enamel finish which provides solid coverage and a smooth satin finish.

Paint with Highlight
A hand-brushed accent glaze is applied to detailed areas of the door. This process enhances the detail of the door without changing the overall color and appearance of the base paint.

Paint with Glaze and Highlight
An accent glaze is sprayed over the sealed enamel paint then hand-wiped to create a patina. This process alters the overall color and appearance of the base paint. Door details receive additional hand-brushed accents for more definition. These attributes combine to create the impression of aged furniture.

Paint with Glaze and Highlight and Heirloom Distressing
An enamel base coat is accented with sprayed glaze, hand-brushed highlight, random distressing and sand through, which creates the wear and patina of heirloom furniture.

Sheer Colors
Color washed semi-transparent stain. Slight visibility to the wood character and tone are common, and are especially noticeable on lighter tones.

Sheer Colors with Dry Brush
Color washed semi-transparent stain with a dry brush glaze accent. Slight visibility to the wood character and tone are common, and are especially noticeable on lighter tones.
Superior Finish

State-of-the-art finish process includes artisan care

Skilled application

- Hand-sanding prepares all of our wood products for the best possible stain absorption and a smooth consistent feel.
- Stains are hand-wiped which draws out the natural beauty of the wood grain for a rich final finish.

Clear, protective varnish topcoat

- A catalyzed conversion professional grade varnish includes a sealer topcoat to lock in color and is more durable than lacquer.
- Showcases the beauty of the wood, it’s grain and adds depth to the finish.
- Protects against wear due to regular cleaning and common household chemicals.
- Clear as pure water, the unique topcoat is more resistant to yellowing from age or UV rays when compared to other topcoats.

Hand-crafted finish options

- **Glaze and Highlight** is a multi-step process that adds patina and dimension to the selected stain or paint enhancing the final finish.
- **Highlight** includes hand-brushed glaze detailing on classic paint designed to complement the details of the door style.
- **Heirloom** paints create the look of wear and patina by combining subtle distressing, with sand-through and glaze and highlight.
- Our **Distressed** stain-based finishes include a variety of hand-applied elements combined with glaze and highlight for a naturally aged or heirloom look.

Paint

- Premium solvent-based enamel paints that are oven cured.
- Provides best protection against common chemicals, oils and moisture.
- Easy-to-clean satin finish.

Distressing techniques are artfully applied by hand, giving cabinets an aged or heirloom look. Premium, solvent-based enamel paints are baked on, protecting the wood from common chemicals, oils and moisture.
Schuler is a certified participant in the Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association (KCMA) Environmental Stewardship Program (ESP).

As a member of the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), some products may qualify for LEED® certification points for recycled content and regional materials. Certification points are awarded based on specific projects. Refer to www.usgbc.org for details.

Schulers’ multi-step finishes are formulated for superior resistance to moisture, household chemicals and solvents. Finishes exceed KCMA specifications with a 9.8 out of 10 resistance rating in performance testing against the materials illustrated below.

**Superior performance and resistance to:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hot coffee</th>
<th>Vinegar</th>
<th>100-proof alcohol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perfume</td>
<td>Detergent</td>
<td>Lemon juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olive oil</td>
<td>Hair spray</td>
<td>Grape juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketchup</td>
<td>Soda/Cola</td>
<td>Ammonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>Mustard</td>
<td>Naphtha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot water</td>
<td>Crayons</td>
<td>Nail polish remover</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**PREMIUM FEATURES**

**Strongest support**
- One of the strongest boxes in the cabinet industry
- Hanging rails are attached with pocket screws and wood glue for the ultimate structural integrity
- No staples or hot-melt glue like other cabinet brands

**Integrated I-beams**
- ½” thick I-beams are dadoed into the face frame, end and back panels providing extra structural support while keeping our cabinets true and square
- A superior system to the corner block system of construction

**Advanced hinge**
- Includes integrated Quiet Close feature with ability to adjust speed through on/off switch
- Concealed hinges offer six-way adjustability for the perfect finished look

---

Thicker, wider cabinet supports provide superior strength and durability and keep each cabinet square.

- ¾” hardwood cabinet front frame
- ¾” thick shelving in durable laminated material
- Optional plywood upgrade includes plywood cabinet box construction, shelving, I-beams, and a natural maple veneer interior
- 3½” high roll-out trays with scooped front, optional upgrade to 6½” high

Simulated light maple wood grain interior
**Premium Features**

Schuler brings premium features to every product. From Quiet Close hinges and drawers to full-extension access. Because we don’t think these are luxuries, they are the details that help your life happen.

**Strongest support**
- One of the strongest boxes in the cabinet industry
- Hanging rails are attached with pocket screws and wood glue for the ultimate structural integrity
- No staples or hot-melt glue like other cabinet brands

**Integrated I-beams**
- ½” thick I-beams are dadoed into the face frame, end and back panels providing extra structural support while keeping our cabinets true and square
- A superior system to the corner block system of construction

**Advanced hinge**
- Includes integrated Quiet Close feature with ability to adjust speed through on/off switch
- Concealed hinges offer six-way adjustability for the perfect finished look

---

1. Wood glue and pocket screws provide a strong wall attachment.
2. ½-in thick I-beams ensure a square and true cabinet.
3. Constructed of USA made engineered furniture board or plywood.
4. Premium, Quiet Close hinges.
5. Simulated light maple wood grain interior with ¾-in thick shelves.
6. Drawers and roll-out trays feature:
   - solid wood dovetail joinery with fully captured plywood bottoms
   - finished with a durable, clear catalyzed conversion varnish
   - standard drawers and roll-out trays are 3½-in high
   - full-extension, easy access, quiet-closing guides
   All backed by a lifetime limited warranty.
**Heavy-duty Support**

Full access with controlled closures and a 135 lb. weight capacity for exceptionally heavy items. Optional upgrade.

**Complete and Controlled Access**

Full extension drawers for complete access and a 90 lb. weight capacity, plus smooth and controlled closures with premium drawer guides that keep drawers from slamming shut.

**Universal Access**

A toe-kick modification that increases the height from 4.5” to 9” for wheelchair access along with a wide assortment of applicable SKUs allow Schuler to qualify and meet ADA standards for design.

**Dovetail construction** represents the quality craftsmanship in every drawer box and roll-out tray.

- **Full-extension, undermount guides provide the best access to the drawer space.**

**Solid ¾” wood drawer box with ¼” fully captured plywood bottom**
- Holds more weight than other drawer box assemblies

**Quality crafted**
- Dovetail construction represents the quality craftsmanship in every drawer box and roll-out tray
- Full-extension, undermount guides provide the best access to the drawer space

**6½” deep roll-out trays**

** best technique**
- Solid ¾” wood drawer box with ¼” fully captured plywood bottom
- Holds more weight than other drawer box assemblies

**Best technique**

**Quality crafted**

**THE BEST**

**THE BEST**

**OPTIONAL UPGRADE**

**OPTIONAL UPGRADE**

**OPTIONAL UPGRADE**

**OPTIONAL UPGRADE**

**OPTIONAL UPGRADE**

**OPTIONAL UPGRADE**

**9” toe kick**

**Schuler Product Training Guide**
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CUSTOM FLEXIBILITY

With more than 15,000 factory-installed modifications, the custom possibilities are nearly unlimited. Custom solutions are tailor-made for any space and allow installation to go faster and fit right the first time.

Factory-installed options save time and money on installation

Installed accessories add convenience and additional storage for a complete solution. Factory-installed options arrive complete, saving time and money on installation.

More than 15,000 modifications turn common cabinets into custom solutions that allow installation to go faster, and finished designs to fit right the first time.

Modifications in ¼" increments

Put the innovation of Schuler to work for you. Reduce the use of fillers by modifying the height, width and/or depth of cabinets down to ¼-inch increments. These made-to-order options are produced to your specification and ship complete for easier and faster installation.

Modifications in ¼" increments

Cabinet shown with an extended end panel down modification and matching toe kick.

SCHULER EXCLUSIVE!

CUSTOM QUOTE PROGRAM

Only Schuler offers a program that provides a truly custom design to meet all your customer needs. Schuler Custom Quote professionals are available to answer technical questions, provide alternative ideas and quote your custom designed cabinet to give each customer exactly what they want. Visit www.acpicorp.com/myquote or call 800-768-0635 for Custom Quotes.
EXPLORE MORE
Discover how much more you get when Schuler Cabinetry is part of your plan.
Visit schulercabinetry.com to learn more.

New Haven Maple Earl Grey Classic and Maple Sea Salt Classic; island in Boardwalk Maple Buckskin Appaloosa.

Visit www.schulercabinetry.com or any of the social media sites listed below.